List of documents for PSE applications (APE & PPD Masters)
DOCUMENTS

FRENCH
CANDIDATE

FOREIGN
CANDIDATE

Photo
ID photo of you (administrative reasons); for confidentiality and anti-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

discrimination reasons it will not be visible to the evaluation jury

ID or Passport
For administrative reasons – necessary for the enrollment; for confidentiality
and anti-discrimination reasons it will not be visible to the evaluation jury

CV
Most updated CV stating clearly the institutions you were registered in while
studying; Please write your name under the form : NAME Firstname

Motivation letter
3 pages max; there is no strict format requested; please add an additional
motivation letter if you need an extra year to complete the master, please
state clearly why you ask for this in the letter

Course description
For the ongoing or most recent year of studies: a brief description of the relevant
courses taken relevant to the master program, name of instructors and
textbooks/reading list.
For the previous years of studies: a brief description of the relevant courses; It
must be a document edited by you and not downloaded from the official
website of your school

Degrees or certificates of completion
For all the completed studies. If you have not finished your bachelor degree or other
diploma yet, it will be asked on enrollment day.

Grade Transcripts
For each year of studies. You should include a provisional one if you have not
finished your studies while applying.

Transcript of the French Baccalaureate
For candidates that did pass the French baccalaureate

X

Reference Letters
Between 2 and 4. Must be signed by the referee and preferably on a letterhead
paper.

X

X

X

X

You will be asked to write your referee’s contacts when you create
your file on the website; your referees will upload their letters on
their own; we do not accept letters sent by
the candidates directly; Reference letters must be uploaded as PDFs

English Certificate
TOEFL, TOEIC, IELTS, Cambridge ESOL - Level B2 or equivalent. Candidates that have
done their studies in an English environment are exempted.

ALL THE DOCUMENTS NEED TO BE UPLOADED AS PDFs.
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